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Installation Instructions 
Frameless Glass Balustrade 

 
 
 
 
Check the item list to make sure you have all the parts to carry out the installation for the frameless glass 
balcony, If you have any of the parts missing please contact the manufactures for advice. 
 
 

✓ Full Vertical upright – U channel  
✓ 2 x Nylon seating blocks  
✓ 12 screws (delta concrete frame anchor 100mm x 6.5mm)  
✓ E gasket 
✓ 4mm Wedge gasket  
✓ 4 x 28mm Plastic trims 
✓ 2 x Top caps 

 
 

1. Screw the vertical rails to the sides of the door/tilt & turn, with 2 screws top and bottom of each 
rail. Install the door making sure it is square and plum within the tolerance of 2mm max.  

 
2. Fix the door in 3 places, 150mm from bottom/ 150mm from top and centre, fixing through the door 

and rail into the structure of the building. Making sure it is packed correctly and firmly fixed.  
 

3. Shuffle glaze the glass into position ensuring that the glass is 100mm higher than the frame when 
shuffle glazing and lower onto nylon blocks and even the glass in its frame. This should be 15mm 
either side into the frame. 
 

4. Use wedge gasket provided to back wedge the glass so its fixed into position. 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE   if the product is not installed to these instructions correctly it can pose a serious risk and 
cause harm or even death.  
 
 
 

If you have any problems with the installation of this product, please do not hesitate to 
contact us and we will help guide you through it. 

 


